
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

INTERFILIERE Shanghai 2021  

& Shanghai Int ’ l  BodyFashion Brand Show  

Postponement Notice  

 

Due to the repeated epidemics in several areas in China, in order to ensure everyone’s 

safety and actively respond to the requirements of Shanghai’s epidemic prevention and 

control work to ensure the safety of all participants, after careful research and 

communication and coordination with multiple parties, we have to inform you again that 

INTERFILIERE Shanghai 2021 and Shanghai Int’l Bodyfahsion Brand Show which supposed 

hold from October 7-8 at Shanghai World Expo Exhibition and Convention Center cannot 

be held as scheduled. The organizer is still actively coordinating with relative authorities, 

and the new schedule of the exhibition will be announced as soon as it is confirmed. Please 

pay attention to the  follow-up notices. We apologize for the inconvenience of the force 

majeure caused by the epidemic. 

 

After a year of silence, the INTERFILIERE Shanghai 2021 was vigorous and set off again. In 

addition to the display of fabric and accessories of body fashion, the concurrent events were 

splendid: Concepts Paris, founded by the "Galafayette" of body fashion industry，Jos Berry, 

will release the 2023 spring-summer trend forum at the exhibition site; Sportiv' Sports 

Technology Trend Forum, Green Village, Conferences and Seminars, Young Label Awards 

and Bodyfashion Brand Show, etc. However, the sudden epidemics in many places in China 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

have repeatedly and repeatedly disrupted our exhibition preparation rhythm. Giving up is 

an easy choice, but persevering is the most precious. Hereby, the organizers sincerely thank 

all the exhibitors, media partners and visitors. Because of you, it is our motivation to 

persevere. Let us overcome the difficulties together, support each other, and move forward 

courageously. The organizer will also continue to promote the development of the body 

fashion industry. We will figure out and actively coordinate with all parties to prepare and 

advance the exhibition to ensure that the exhibition is held smoothly this year. At the same 

time, we will cooperates with the government's epidemic prevention and control 

requirements to ensure that exhibitors and visitors can participate the show safely. 

 

Professional visitors who have already registered will not need to pre-regisiter anymore. 

They will be allowed to enter with their ID cards and their pre-registration informaiton. 

 

The epidemic is ruthless, and people are compassionate, we are still holding on, we are still 

waiting, we are still working hard, and we hope to be able to walk all the way with you who 

support us and gather together in the golden autumn. The future is bound to be promising, 

and we look forward to seeing you soon! 
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